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Abstra t

We present a shared memory algorithm that allows a set of f + 1 pro esses to wait-free simulate a larger
system of n pro esses, that may also exhibit up to f stopping failures.
Applying this simulation algorithm to the k-set-agreement problem enables onversion of an arbitrary kfault-tolerant n-pro ess solution for the k-set-agreement problem into a wait-free k + 1-pro ess solution for the
same problem. Sin e the k + 1-pro ess k-set-agreement problem has been shown to have no wait-free solution
[5, 18, 26℄, this transformation implies that there is no k-fault-tolerant solution to the n-pro ess k-set-agreement
problem, for any n.
More generally, the algorithm satises the requirements of a fault-tolerant distributed simulation. The distributed simulation implements a notion of fault-tolerant redu ibility between de ision problems. This paper
denes these notions and gives examples of their appli ation to fundamental distributed omputing problems.
The algorithm is presented and veried in terms of I/O automata. The presentation has a great deal of interesting modularity, expressed by I/O automaton omposition and both forward and ba kward simulation relations.
Composition is used to in lude a safe agreement module as a subroutine. Forward and ba kward simulation
relations are used to view the algorithm as implementing a multi-try snapshot strategy.
The main algorithm works in snapshot shared memory systems; a simple modi ation of the algorithm that
works in read/write shared memory systems is also presented.
 Preliminary versions of this paper appeared in [5, 22℄.
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Introdu tion

One of the fundamental goals of theoreti al omputer s ien e is to determine the boundary between problems
that are, and are not, omputable. In distributed omputing, the large number of system parameters ompounds
this problem. Computability results depend heavily on the ommuni ation medium, the number of pro esses in
the system, and the number and type of possible faults. It is dif ult in pra ti e to extend a result obtained in
one system to apply in another, even if only one of the many system parameters differs between the two systems.
In this paper, we take the rst steps toward a formal theory for redu tion among problems in different models
of distributed omputing. We onsider asyn hronous read/write shared memory systems where pro esses may
exhibit stopping failures. There is a parameter f asso iated to a system, whi h spe ies the maximum number of
pro esses that an fail.
We des ribe an algorithm, the BG-simulation algorithm, that allows a set of f + 1 pro esses with at most f
failures, to simulate a larger number n of pro esses, also with at most f failures. The BG-simulation algorithm
is a powerful tool for proving solvability and unsolvability results for fault-prone asyn hronous systems.
To illustrate the power of the BG-simulation algorithm, onsider the n-pro ess k -set agreement problem [8℄, in
whi h all n pro esses propose values and de ide on at most k of the proposed values. We use the BG-simulation
algorithm to onvert an arbitrary k -fault-tolerant n-pro ess solution for the k -set-agreement problem into a waitfree k + 1-pro ess solution for the same problem. (A wait-free algorithm is one in whi h any non-failing pro ess
terminates, regardless of the failure of any number of the other pro esses.) Sin e the k +1-pro ess k -set-agreement
problem has been shown to have no wait-free solution [5, 18, 26℄, this transformation implies that there is no k fault-tolerant solution to the n-pro ess k -set-agreement problem, for any n.
As another appli ation, we show how the BG-simulation algorithm an be used to obtain results of [12, 16℄
about the omputability of some de ision problems. Other appli ations of the algorithm (in luding variants, related
algorithms dis ussed below, and extensions of it) have appeared in [6, 7, 9, 10, 21, 25, 17℄.
As these examples suggest, the BG-simulation algorithm is an important tool when studying redu ibility among
problems in different models of distributed omputing. Thus, it is important to understand pre isely what the
algorithm guarantees. In this paper, we present a omplete and areful des ription of the BG-simulation algorithm,
plus a areful des ription of what it a omplishes, plus a proof of its orre tness.
In order to spe ify the ontribution of the BG-simulation algorithm, we dene a notion of fault-tolerant redu ibility between de ision problems, and a notion of fault-tolerant simulation between shared memory systems.
We show that, in a pre ise sense, any algorithm that implements the fault-tolerant simulation between two systems
also implements the redu ibility between de ision problems solved by the systems. Then we des ribe a spe i
version of the BG-simulation algorithm that implements the simulation. These notions are quite natural (although
spe ially tailored to the BG-simulation algorithm) and we believe they an serve as a basis for more general notions
of redu ibility between de ision problems and simulation between systems.
To highlight the limits of the urrent redu ibility, we give examples of pairs of de ision problems that do and
do not satisfy our notion of fault-tolerant redu ibility. For example, the n-pro ess k -set-agreement problem is
f -redu ible to the n0 -pro ess k 0 -set-agreement problem if k  k 0 and f  min fn; n0 g. On the other hand, these
problems are not redu ible if k  f < k 0 . The moral is that one must be areful in applying the simulation  there
are s enarios for whi h it is appropriate and s enarios for whi h it is not. One must verify that the onditions for
redu ibility hold.
We present and verify the BG-simulation algorithm in terms of I/O automata [23℄. The presentation has a great
deal of modularity, expressed by I/O automaton omposition and both forward and ba kward simulation relations
(see [24℄, for example, for denitions). Composition in ludes a safe agreement module, a simpli ation of one in
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[5℄, as a subroutine. Forward and ba kward simulation relations are used to view the algorithm as implementing a
multi-try snapshot strategy. The most interesting part of the proof is the safety argument, whi h is handled by the
forward and ba kward simulation relations; on e that is done, the liveness argument is straightforward.
We present our main version of the BG-simulation algorithm for a snapshot shared memory system. This
makes the orre tness proof more modular, and the whole presentation learer, and is no loss of generality, sin e a
system using snapshot shared memory an be implemented in a wait-free manner in terms of single-writer multireader read/write shared variables [1℄. For ompleteness, we briey present a version that works in read/write
shared memory systems. Essentially, the version for read/write systems is obtained by repla ing ea h snapshot
operation by a sequen e of reads in arbitrary order. The orre tness of the resulting read/write systems is proved
by arguments analogous to those used for snapshot systems, ombined with a spe ial argument showing that the
result of a sequen e of reads is the same as the result of a snapshot taken somewhere in the interval of the reads.
The original idea of the BG-simulation algorithm and its appli ation to set agreement are due to Borowsky and
Gafni [5℄. The rst pre ise des ription of the simulation, in luding a de omposition into modules, the notion of
fault-tolerant redu ibility between de ision problems, and a proof of orre tness appeared in Lyn h and Rajsbaum
[22℄. The present paper ombines the results of [5℄ and [22℄, and adds the abstra t notion of fault-tolerant simulation, extensions for read/write systems, omputability results, and other details that were not in luded in [5, 22℄
for la k of spa e.
Borowsky and Gafni extended the BG-simulation algorithm to systems in luding set agreement variables [6℄;
Chaudhuri and Reiners later formalized this extension in [10, 25℄, following the te hniques of [22℄.
In the ontext of onsensus, variants of the BG-simulation are used in [9, 21℄ to simulate systems with a ess
to general shared obje ts. The BG-simulation requires pro esses to agree on the out ome of ea h step by solving (a
restri ted form of) Consensus using only (read/write) registers. Instead of having pro esses agree on the out ome
of the step as in the BG-simulation, these papers use (a similarly restri ted form of) test&set registers to ensure
that only one pro ess simulates ea h step. The simulation of Chandra et al. applies to a ontext in whi h TAS
registers are available dire tly and need not be implemented, while Lo and Hadzila os present a test test&set
implementation.
Afek and Stupp [3℄ use simulation to prove a lower bound on the time-spa e tradeoff of leader ele tion algorithms that use ompare&swap registers. Their simulation redu es a leader ele tion algorithm for a system with
ompare&swap registers with limited time and spa e resour es to a set agreement algorithm with only read/write
variables. Ea h simulating pro ess simulates a group of stati ally pre-assigned pro esses in the simulated algorithm. The oordination is loose, so different exe utions may end-up being simulated by pro esses in different
groups.
This paper is organized as follows. We start with the model in Se tion 2. In Se tion 3 we dene de ision
problems, what it means to solve a de ision problem, redu ibility between de ision problems, and simulation
between shared memory systems that solve de ision problems. In Se tion 4 we des ribe a safe agreement module
that is used in the BG-simulation algorithm. In Se tion 5 we present the BG-simulation algorithm. In Se tion 6
we present the formal proof of orre tness for the BG-simulation algorithm. This implies Theorem 6.10, our main
result, whi h asserts the existen e of a distributed algorithm that implements the redu ibility and simulation notions
of Se tion 3. In Se tion 7 we show how to modify the BG-simulation algorithm (for snapshot shared memory),
to work in a read/write memory system. In Se tion 8 several appli ations of the BG-simulation algorithm are
des ribed. A nal dis ussion appears in Se tion 9.

3
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The Model

The underlying model is the I/O automaton model of Lyn h and Tuttle [23℄, as des ribed, for example, in Chapter
8 of [19℄. Briey, an I/O automaton is a state ma hine whose transitions are labelled with a tions. A tions are
lassied as input, output, or internal. The automaton need not be nite-state, and may have multiple start states.
For expressing liveness, ea h automaton is equipped with a task stru ture (formally, a partition of its non-input
a tions), and the exe ution is assumed to give fair turns to ea h task. The tra e of an exe ution is the sequen e of
external a tions o urring in that exe ution.
Most of the systems in this paper are asyn hronous shared memory systems, as dened, for example, in Chapter
9 of [19℄. Briey, an n-pro ess asyn hronous shared memory system onsists of n pro esses intera ting via
instantaneously-a essible shared variables. We allow nitely many or innitely many shared variables. (Allowing
innitely many shared variables is a slight generalization over what appears in [19℄, but it does not affe t any of
the properties we require.) Formally, we model the system as a single I/O automaton, whose state onsists of
all the pro ess lo al state information plus the values of the shared variables, and whose task stru ture respe ts
the division into pro esses. When we dis uss fault-toleran e properties, we model pro ess stopping expli itly by
means of stopi input a tions, one for ea h pro ess i. The effe t of the a tion stopi is to disable all future non-input
a tions involving pro ess i. When we dis uss safety properties only, we omit onsideration of the stop a tions.
In most of this paper, we fo us on shared memory systems with snapshot shared variables. A snapshot variable
for an n-pro ess system takes on values that are length n ve tors of elements of some basi data type R. It is
a essible by update and snap operations. An update(i; r) operation has the effe t of hanging the i'th omponent
of the ve tor to r; we assume that it an be invoked only by pro ess i. A snap operation an be invoked by any
pro ess; it returns the entire ve tor.
We often assume that the i'th omponent of a snapshot variable is itself divided into omponents. For example,
we use a snapshot variable mem, and denote the i'th omponent by mem(i); this omponent in ludes a omponent
sim-mem(j ), denoted mem(i):sim-mem(j ), for ea h j in some range. We sometimes allow pro ess i to hange
only one of its omponents, say mem(i):sim-mem(j0 ), with an update operation; this is permissible sin e pro ess
i an remember all the other omponents and overwrite them.
As we have dened it, a snapshot system may have more than one snapshot shared variable. However, any
system with more than one snapshot variable (even with innitely many snapshot variables) an easily be implemented by a system with only a single snapshot variable, with no hange in any externally-observable behavior
(in luding behavior in the presen e of failures) of the system. Likewise, a system using snapshot shared memory
an be implemented in terms of single-writer multi-reader read/write shared variables, again with no hange in
externally-observable behavior; see, e.g., [1℄ for a onstru tion.
In Se tion 7 we also onsider shared memory systems with single-writer multi-reader read/write shared variables (as dened, for example, in [19℄).
3

De ision Problems, Redu ibility and Simulation

In Se tion 3.1 we dene de ision problems and in Se tion 3.2 we say what it means for a system to solve a de ision
problem. In Se tion 3.3 we dene the fault-tolerant redu ibility between de ision problems. In Se tion 3.4 we
present the notion of simulation.
While the notion of redu ibility relates de ision problems, we show that the notion of simulation is the equivalent ounterpart that relates systems. The following diagram represents these relations, where D and D0 are
4

de ision problems, and P and P 0 are systems.

!

redu ible

D

" solves
P

D0

" solves
!

simulates

P0

We use the following notation. A relation from X to Y is a subset of X  Y . A relation R from X to Y is total
if for every x 2 X , there is some y 2 Y su h that (x; y ) 2 R. We write R(x) as shorthand for fy : (x; y ) 2 Rg.
For a relation R from X to Y , and a relation S from Y to Z , R  S denotes the relational omposition of R and S ,
whi h is a relation from X to Z .
3.1

De ision Problems

Let V be an arbitrary set of values; we use the same V as the input and output domain for all the de ision problems
in this paper, and V n denotes the set of all length n ve tors with entries from the set V .
An n-port de ision problem D = hI ; O; i onsists of a set I of input ve tors, I  V n , a set O of output
n
ve tors, O  V , and , a total relation from I to O .
In the n-pro ess k -set-agreement problem over a set of values V , jV j  k + 1, whi h we abbreviate
(n; k)-set-agreement problem, I is the set of all length n ve tors over V , and O is the set of all length n
ve tors over V ontaining at most k different values. For any w 2 I , (w ) is the set of all ve tors in O whose

Example 1
as the

values are in luded among those in

3.2

w.

Solving De ision Problems

Let D = hI ; O; i be an n-port de ision problem; we dene what it means for an I/O automaton A (in parti ular,
a shared memory system) to solve D. A is required to have inputs init(v )i and outputs de ide(v )i , where v 2 V
and 1  i  n. Ea h su h i is asso iated to a pro ess of a A, and is used to ommuni ate with other modules via
the orresponding input and output a tions. We say that an init(v )i or de ide(v )i o urs in port i.
We onsider A omposed with any user automaton U that submits at most one initi on ea h port i. We say that
a set of init(vi )i a tions, one for ea h i, 1  i  n, forms the ve tor (v1 ; : : : ; vn ). A set of de ide(vi )i a tions for
different values of i an be ompleted to a ve tor in a given set of n-ve tors, if there is one ve tor in the set, w,
su h that w(i) = vi for every de ide(vi )i a tion. We require the following onditions:
Well-formedness: A only produ es a de
on the same port.

idei

if there is a pre eding initi , and A never responds more than on e

Corre t answers: If init events o ur on all ports, forming a ve tor w 2 I , then the outputs that appear in de
events an be ompleted to a ve tor in (w).

ide

We say that A solves D provided that for any su h U , the omposition A  U guarantees well-formedness and
orre t answers. In addition, we onsider a liveness ondition expressing fault-toleran e:
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f -failure termination: In any fair exe ution of A
U , if init events
at most f ports, then a de ide o urs on every non-failing port.

o ur on all ports and stop events o ur on

A is said to guarantee f -failure termination provided that it satises the f -failure termination ondition for any U ,
and A is said to guarantee wait-free termination provided that it guarantees n-failure termination (or, equivalently,
n
-failure termination).

1

3.3

Fault-Tolerant Redu ibility

We dene the notion of f -redu ibility from an n-port de ision problem D = hI ; O; i to an n0 -port de ision
problem D0 = hI 0 ; O0 ; 0 i, for an integer f , 0  f  n0 .
The redu ibility is motivated by the way the BG-simulation algorithm operates. In that algorithm, a shared
memory system P simulates an f -fault-tolerant system P 0 that solves D0 . The simulating system P is supposed to
solve D, and so it obtains from its environment an input ve tor w 2 I , one omponent per pro ess. Ea h pro ess
i, based on its own input value w(i), determines a proposed input ve tor gi (w(i)) 2 I 0 . The a tual input for
ea h simulated pro ess j of P 0 is hosen arbitrarily from among the j th omponents of the proposed input ve tors.
Thus, for ea h w 2 I , there is a set G(w)  I 0 , of possible input ve tors of the simulated system P 0 .
When the subroutine that solves P 0 produ es a result (a ve tor in O0 ), different pro esses of P an obtain
different partial information about this result. However, with at most f stopping failures, the only differen e is that
ea h pro ess an miss at most f omponents; the possible variations are aptured by the F relation below. Then
ea h pro ess i of P uses its partial information x(i) to de ide on a nal value, hi (x(i)). The values produ ed in
this way, ombined a ording to the H relation, must form a ve tor in O. The formal denitions follow.
 denotes the
For a set W of length n ve tors and index i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, W (i) denotes fw(i) : w 2 W g, and W

Cartesian produ t W (1)  W (2)  : : :  W (n). Thus, W onsists of all the ve tors that an be assembled from
ve tors in W by hoosing ea h omponent to be the orresponding omponent of some ve tor in W .
For a length n ve tor w of values in V , and 0  f  n, viewsf (w) denotes the set of length n ve tors over
V [ f?g that are obtained by hanging at most f of the omponents of w to ?. If W is a set of length n ve tors,
then viewsf (W ) denotes [w2W fviewsf (w)g.
Our redu ibility is dened in terms of three auxiliary parameterized relations G, F and H , depi ted in the
following diagram. The relation G is dened by relations g1 ; : : : ; gn . The relation H is dened by relations
h1 ; : : : ; hn , and f . And the relation F is dened by f . Thus we use the notation G = G(g1 ; g2 ; : : : ; gn ),
H = H (f; h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; hn ), and F = F (f ) to emphasize that g1 ; g2 ; : : : ; gn , h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; hn , and f are the key
parameters whose existen e is asserted in the following denition of redu ibility.

I

I0

!

G

#
O
1.

#
H

F

(O0 )

F

0

O0

is a fun tion from I (i) to I 0 .
For any w 2 I , let W  I 0 denote the set of all ve tors of the form gi (w(i)), 1  i  n, and dene
 . We assume that for ea h w 2 I , G(w)  I 0.
G(w) = W

G

= G(g1; g2; : : : ; g ), a total relation from I to I 0; here, ea h g
n
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= F (f ), a total relation from O0 to (views (O0 )) .
For any w 2 O0 , F (w) = (views (w)) .
3. H = H (f; h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; h ), a total (single-valued) relation from (views (O0 )) to V ; here, ea h h is a
fun tion from views (O0 ) to O(i).
For any x 2 (views (O0 )) , H (x) ontains exa tly the length n ve tor w su h that w(i) = h (x(i)) for

2.

F

n

f

f

n

n

f

n

n

i

f

every i.

n

f

i

= hI ; O; i is an n-port de ision problem, D0 = hI 0; O0 ; 0i is
0
ision problem, and 0  f
Then D is f -redu ible to D via relations G = G(g1 ; g2 ; : : : ; g )
0
and H = H (f; h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; h ), written as D 
D , provided that G  0  F  H  .

Denition 3.1 (f -Redu ibility)

0
an n -port de

Suppose that

n

D

 n0 .

n

G;H
f

The following examples give some pairs of de ision problems that do and do not satisfy the redu ibility.
Be ause the redu ibility expresses the power of the BG-simulation algorithm, the examples indi ate situations
where the algorithm an and annot be used.

(n; k)-set agreement is f -redu ible to (n0 ; k0)-set agreement for k  k0, f < minfn; n0g.
This is veried as follows. For v 2 V , dene g (v ) to be the ve tor v . Also, for w 2 views (V ), dene
h (w) to be the rst entry of w different from ?. It is easy to he k that Denition 3.1 is satised.
Example 3 (n; k )-set agreement is not f -redu ible to (n0 ; k 0 )-set agreement if k  f < k 0 .
If this redu ibility held, then the main theorem of this paper, Theorem 6.10, together with the fa t that (n0 ; k 0 )set agreement is solvable when f < k 0 [8℄, would imply the existen e of an f -fault-tolerant algorithm to solve
(n; k)-set-agreement. But this ontradi ts the results of [5, 11, 18, 26℄.

Example 2

0

n

i

0

f

n

i

3.4

Fault-Tolerant Simulation

We present a spe i ation, in the I/O automata formalism, of a fault-tolerant distributed simulation. In Theorem 3.3
we show how this spe i ation orresponds to the redu ibility of Se tion 3.3. The redu ibility relates two de ision
problems, while the simulation relates two shared memory systems.
We start, in Se tion 3.4.1, by des ribing the simulated system, P 0 . Ea h of the pro esses in the system, P , that
is going to simulate P 0 gets its own input. These pro esses have somehow to produ e, out of their inputs, inputs
for the simulated pro esses. Also, out of the outputs produ ed by the simulated pro esses, they have somehow to
produ e outputs for themselves. These two (distributed) pro edures, of input translation and of output translation,
are what is unique to the fault-tolerant simulation. Together with the natural, step-by-step simulation of P 0 , they
are modeled by an I/O automata alled SimpleSpe , whi h is des ribed in Se tion 3.4.2. Finally, in Se tion 3.4.3,
we present a formal denition of simulation, and show that it implements our redu ibility notion.
3.4.1 The Simulated Algorithm P 0

We assume that the algorithm to be simulated is given in the form of an n0 -pro ess snapshot shared memory system,
P 0 . It has only a single snapshot shared variable, alled mem0 . We assume that ea h omponent of mem0 takes on
values in a set R, with a distinguished initial value r0 . Thus, the snapshot shared variable mem0 has a unique initial
7

value, onsisting of r0 in every omponent. Furthermore, we assume that P 0 solves a de ision problem D0 . In this
subse tion and the next, we onsider only safety properties, and so we omit the stop a tions.
We make some simplifying determinism assumptions about P 0 , without loss of generality: We assume that
ea h pro ess has only one initial state. Also, ea h pro ess has, in any state, at most one non-input a tion enabled.
Moreover, for any a tion performed from any state, we assume that there is a uniquely-dened next state. Also,
the initial state of ea h pro ess is quies ent  no non-input a tions are enabled (until an input arrives). For ea h
other state, exa tly one non-input a tion is enabled. In any state after a pro ess has exe uted a de ide, only lo al
a tions are enabled.
The following is some useful terminology about system P 0 . For any state s of a pro ess j of P 0 , dene
nextop(s) to be an element of finit; snap; lo alg [ f(update; r ) : r 2 Rg [ f(de ide; v ) : v 2 V g.
Spe i ally, for a quies ent state s, nextop(s) = init; for a state s in whi h the next a tion is a snap, nextop(s) =
snap; for a state s in whi h the next a tion is an update(i; r ), nextop(s) = (update; r ); for a state s in whi h
the next a tion is lo al, nextop(s) = lo al; and for a state s in whi h the next a tion is to de ide on value
v , nextop(s) = (de ide; v ). Our determinism assumptions imply that for ea h state s, nextop(s) is uniquely
dened.
For any state s of a pro ess j su h that nextop(s) = init and any v 2 V , dene trans-init(s; v ) to be the
state that results from applying init(v )j to s. For any state s of a pro ess j su h that nextop(s) = snap and any
w 2 Rn , dene trans-snap(s; w) to be the state that results from performing the snapshot operation from state
s, with the return value for the snapshot being w. Finally, for any state s of a pro ess j su h that nextop(s) is an
update, lo al, or de ide pair, dene trans(s) to be the state of j that results from performing the operation
from state s.
0

3.4.2 The SimpleSpe Automaton

Consider algorithm P 0 , whi h solves problem D0 guaranteeing f -failure termination, together with relations G
and H . The denition of what we mean by a simulation is based on a safety spe i ation expressed by the
G;H
SimpleSpe f
(P 0) automaton, or simply SimpleSpe . A system of n pro esses, P , whi h is supposed to simulate
0
P , should implement SimpleSpe , in a sense des ribed in Se tion 3.4.3.
The SimpleSpe automaton dire tly simulates system P 0 , in a entralized manner. Repeatedly, a pro ess j of
0
P is hosen nondeterministi ally and its next step simulated. The only unusual feature is the way of hoosing the
inputs for the P 0 pro esses and the outputs for the P pro esses, using G and H relations. In order to determine
an input v for a pro ess j of P 0 , a pro ess i is hosen nondeterministi ally from among those that have re eived
their inputs, and v is set to the j -th omponent of the ve tor gi (input(i)). At any time after at least n0 f of the
pro esses of P 0 have produ ed de ision values, outputs an be produ ed, using the fun tions hi .
We give a formal des ription of the SimpleSpe automaton.
SimpleSpe

:

Signature:
Input:

2 f1
)
2 f1

init (v )i , i
Output:

de ide (v i , i

Internal:

g

sim-init j , j

;:::;n

g

;:::;n

2 f1
2 f1
2 f1
2 f1
2 f1

sim-snapj , j

sim-update j , j
sim-lo al j , j

sim-de ide j , j

;:::;n

0

g0

;:::;n

g

;:::;n

;:::;n

0

;:::;n
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g
g

0

g0

States:

P0
2 f1
g
( )2
[ f?g
?
( )
0g
2 f1
( )
( )2
[ f?g

sim-mem, a memory of
for ea h i

(an element of R

n

0

), initially the initial memory (r

;:::;n :

input i

0 )n

0

, initially

V

reported i , a Boolean, initially false
for ea h j

:

;:::;n

sim-state j , a state of j , initially the initial state
sim-de ision j

V

, initially

?

Transitions:
init(v )i

sim-lo al j
Pre ondition:

Effe t:
input(i)

:=

nextop (sim-state (j ))

v

= lo al

Effe t:
sim-state (j )

sim-init j

:= trans(sim-state (j ))

Pre ondition:
nextop(sim-state (j ))
for some i
input(i)
v

=

= init

sim-de ide j
Pre ondition:

6=?

nextop (sim-state (j ))

gi (input (i))(j )

sim-state (j )

Effe t:
sim-state (j )

= (de ide ; v )

Effe t:

:= trans(sim-state (j ))
:= v

sim-de ision (j )

:= trans-init (sim-state (j ); v )

de ide (v )i

sim-snapj

Pre ondition:

Pre ondition:
nextop(sim-state (j ))

input(i)

= snap

6=?

reported(i)

Effe t:
sim-state (j )

:=
trans-snap(sim-state (j ); sim-mem)

= false

w is a subve tor of sim-de ision

j j
w

v

=

n

0

f

hi (w )

Effe t:

sim-update j

reported(i)

Pre ondition:
nextop(sim-state (j ))

:= true

= (update ; r )

Effe t:
sim-state (j )
sim-mem(j )

:= trans(sim-state (j ))
:= r

Tasks:
Arbitrary. They are not used in the proof.

A sim-initj a tion is used to simulate an init step of pro ess j . To simulate any other step of j , the fun tion
is used to determine what the next operation is: init, snap, (update; r), lo al, or (de ide; v ).
Then the state transition spe ied by P 0 is performed, using the appropriate fun tion: trans-init, trans-snap or
0 f pro esses has been ompleted a de ision value for i an be produ ed,
trans. On e the simulation of at least n
using hi . In the ode this is expressed by a subve tor of sim-de ision, where subve tor means repla ing zero
or more entries of the ve tor sim-de ision by ?, and jwj is the number of entries different from ?.

nextop

Theorem 3.1 Assume P 0 solves D0 and D G;H
f
G;H
Then SimpleSpe f
(P 0) solves D.

D0 .
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Proof: Following Se tion 3.2, we onsider SimpleSpe G;H
(P 0) omposed with any user automaton U that subf
mits at most one initi on ea h port i.
To prove well-formedness, we note that it follows dire tly from the ode that SimpleSpe G;H
(P 0) only prof
du es a de idei if there is a pre eding initi , and it never responds more than on e on the same port.
To prove orre t answers, assume init events o ur on all ports, forming a ve tor w 2 I . Then the ode for
0
0
sim-init guarantees that the inputs for P that are produ ed an be ompleted to a ve tor w 2 G(w ). Then the
G;H
ode of SimpleSpe f (P 0 ) simulates a entralized exe ution of P 0 with these inputs, and hen e the ve tor w00
of output values that is stored in sim-de ision an be ompleted to a ve tor in 0 (w0 ). Then the ode for de ide
guarantees that the outputs that appear in de ide events an be ompleted to a ve tor in H (F (w00 )). It follows
that the outputs appearing in de ide events an be ompleted to a ve tor in H (F (0 (G(w)))), and hen e (sin e
G;H
G;H
D f
D0 ) to a ve tor in (w). Thus, SimpleSpe f
(P 0) produ es orre t answers.
3.4.3 Denition of Simulation
We now dene a notion of fault-tolerant simulation; our denition in ludes both safety and liveness onditions.
We had to make two hoi es for this denition. First, on the way the simulating pro esses produ e inputs for the
simulated pro esses from their own inputs, and on the way they produ e outputs from the outputs of the simulated
pro esses. Our hoi e was dened by the way the the BG-simulation algorithm operates. The se ond hoi e
is about how detailed the simulation should be. One possibility that omes to mind is to require a step-by-step
simulation, exe uting ea h instru tion of ea h simulated program. Our hoi e was to use the weakest notion of
simulation that would still be suf ient for the appli ations we present. Our simulation spe i ation deals only
with external behaviors, and does not require that the program given by P 0 be simulated step-by-step. The key
property guaranteed by su h a simulation is formally stated in Theorem 3.3.
We need a preliminary denition and lemma. Suppose that A and B are two I/O automata with the same inputs
init(v )i and outputs de ide(v )i , v 2 V , 1  i  n. We onsider A and B omposed with any user automaton U
that submits at most one initi on ea h port i. We say that A solves B provided that for any su h U , every tra e of
the omposition A  U is also a tra e of the omposition B  U .
Lemma 3.2

Suppose that

()

A and B are two I/O automata with the same inputs init v

(v) ,

and outputs de ide

2 V , 1  i  n. If A solves B and B solves an n-port de ision problem D then A solves D.
Proof: By assumption, every tra e of A  U is also a tra e of B  U . Sin e B solves D, every tra e of B  U
satises well-formedness and orre t answers. Therefore, every tra e of A  U satises well-formedness and

v

i

i

orre t answers, so A solves D.

P is an n-pro ess shared memory system, P 0 is an n0 0
0
pro ess shared memory system, and 0  f  n . Then P f -simulates P via relations G = G(g1 ; g2 ; : : : ; g ) and
0
H = H (f; h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; h ), written as P simulates
P , provided that both of the following hold:
0
(1) P solves SimpleSpe
(P ).
0
(2) If P guarantees f -failure termination then P guarantees f -failure termination.

Denition 3.2 (fault-tolerant simulation)

Suppose that

n

n

G;H
f

G;H
f

Note that ondition (1) involves safety only, and so we follow the onvention (of Se tion 2) of not in luding
the stop a tions in P and P 0 . However, ondition (2) is a fault-toleran e ondition, and so we assume there that
the stop a tions are in luded, a ording to the onvention.
The relationship between our simulation and redu ibility notions is as follows:
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Theorem 3.3
G;H

simulatesf

P 0 solves D0 and guarantees f -failure termination.
0
P . Then P solves D and guarantees f -failure termination.
Assume

Assume that

D



G;H
f

D0 and

P

Proof: We rst show that P solves D. Theorem 3.1 implies that SimpleSpe G;H
(P 0) solves D. By property (1)
f
of the denition of f -simulation, we have that P solves SimpleSpe G;H
(P 0 ). Therefore, Lemma 3.2 implies that
f
P solves D, as needed.
Now we show that P guarantees f -failure termination. We know that P 0 guarantees f -failure termination.
Sin e P simulatesG;H
P 0 , property (2) of the denition of f -simulation implies that P guarantees f -failure termif
nation, as needed.
Later we use Theorem 3.3 to show that if P 0 solves D0 with f -failure termination and D G;H
D0 , then
f
there exists a snapshot shared memory system P that solves D with f -failure termination. The proof onsists of
des ribing a spe i snapshot shared memory system P su h that P simulatesG;H
P 0 . This result is stated in
f
Theorem 6.10; the orresponding version for read/write shared memory systems is stated in Theorem 7.5.
Noti e that this simulation spe i ation deals only with external behaviors, and does not require that the program given by P 0 be simulated step-by-step. This requirement is suf ient for the appli ations we present.
4

A Safe Agreement Module

The simulation algorithm uses a omponent that we all a safe agreement module. This module solves a variant of
the ordinary agreement problem and guarantees failure-free termination. In addition, it guarantees a ni e resilien y
property: its sus eptibility to failure on ea h port is limited to a designated unsafe portion of an exe ution. If
no failure o urs during these unsafe intervals, then de isions are guaranteed on all non-failing ports on whi h
invo ations o ur.
Formally, we assume that the module ommuni ates with its users on a set of n ports numbered 1; : : : ; n.
Ea h port i supports input a tions of the form propose(v )i , v 2 V , by whi h a user at port i proposes spe i values
for agreement, and output a tions of the form safei and agree(v )i , v 2 V . The safei a tion is an announ ement
to the user at port i that the unsafe portion of the exe ution orresponding to port i has been ompleted, and the
agree(v )i is an announ ement on port i that the de ision value is v . In addition, we assume that port i supports an
input a tion stopi , representing a stopping failure.
We say that a sequen e of proposei , safei and agreei a tions is well-formed for i provided that it is a prex
of a sequen e of the form propose(v )i ; safei ; agreei . We assume that the users preserve well-formedness on every
port, i.e., there is at most one proposei event for any parti ular i. Then we require the following properties of any
exe ution of the module together with its users:
Well-formedness: For any i, the intera tions between the module and its users on port i are well-formed for i.
Agreement: All agreement values are identi al.
Validity: Any agreement value must be proposed.
In addition, we require two liveness onditions, whi h are stated in terms of fair exe utions. The rst ondition says
that any propose event on a non-failing port eventually re eives a safe announ ement. This guarantee is required
in spite of any failures on other ports.
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Wait-free progress: In any fair exe ution, for any i, if a proposei event o urs and no stopi event o urs, then a
safei event o urs.
The se ond liveness ondition says that if the exe ution does not remain unsafe for any port, then any propose
event on a non-failing port eventually re eives an agree announ ement.
Safe termination: In any fair exe ution, if there is no j su h that proposej o urs and safej does not o ur, then
for any i, if a proposei event o urs and no stopi event o urs, then agreei o urs.
An I/O automaton with the appropriate interfa e is said to be a safe agreement module provided that it guarantees
all the pre eding onditions (for all users).
We now des ribe a simple design (using snapshot shared memory) for a safe agreement module. It is a slight
simpli ation of the one in [5℄.
The snapshot shared memory ontains a val omponent and a level omponent for ea h pro ess i. When
pro ess i re eives a propose(v )i , it re ords the value v in its val omponent and raises its level to 1. Then i uses
a snapshot to determine the level's of the other pro esses. If i sees that any pro ess has attained level = 2, then it
ba ks off and resets its level to 0, and otherwise, it raises its level to 2.
Next, pro ess i enters a wait loop, repeatedly taking snapshots until it sees a situation where no pro ess has
level = 1. When this happens, the set of pro esses that it sees with level = 2 is nonempty. Let v be the val value
of the pro ess with the smallest index with level = 2. Then pro ess i performs an agree(v )i output.
In the following ode, we do not expli itly represent the stopi a tions. We assume that the stopi a tion just
puts pro ess i in a spe ial stopped state, from whi h no further non-input steps are enabled, and after whi h any
input auses no hanges.
:

SafeAgreement
Shared variables:

x, a length n snapshot value; for ea h i, x(i) has

2 f0 1 2g
2 [ f?g

level
val

;

, initially

;

, initially

V

omponents:

0

?

A tions of i:
Input:
propose(v )i , v
Output:

2

Internal:
update1 i

V

snap1i

safei

update2 i

agree (v )i

States of i:
input

waiti

2 [ f?g
2 [ f?g
2 f0 1 2g
2 [ f?g
2f

, initially

V

output

?
?

, initially

V

x-lo al, a snapshot value; for ea h j , x-lo al (j ) has
level
val
status

;

V

;

, initially

, initially

omponents:

0

?

g

idle ; update1 ; snap1; update2 ; safe; wait ; report , initially idle

Transitions of i:
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propose(v )i

safei
Pre ondition:

Effe t:

:= v
status := update1

status

input

= safe

Effe t:
status

:= wait

update1 i
waiti

Pre ondition:
status

= update1

Pre ondition:
status

Effe t:
x(i):level

:= 1
x(i):val := input
status := snap1

if

69

=1
: x(j ):level = 2 then
k := min j : x(j ):level = 2
output := x(k ):val
status := report
j

:

and

snap1i
Pre ondition:
status

= wait

Effe t:

x(j ):level

9

j

f

g

= snap1
agree(v )i

Effe t:

:= x
status := update2

Pre ondition:

x-lo al

= report
= output

status
v

Effe t:

update2 i

status

Pre ondition:
status

:= idle

= update2

Effe t:

9

: x-lo al (j ):level = 2
:= 0
else x(i):level := 2
status := safe
if

j

then x(i):level

Tasks of i:
All a tions

Theorem 4.1

omprise a single task.

SafeAgreement is a safe agreement module.

Proof: Well-formedness and validity are easy to see. We argue agreement, using an operational argument. Suppose that pro ess i is the rst to perform a su essful wait step, that is, one that auses it to de ide, and suppose
that it de ides on the val of pro ess k . Let  be the su essful waiti step; then at step  , pro ess i sees that
x(j ):level 6= 1 for all j , and k is the smallest index su h that x(k ):level = 2.
We laim that no pro ess j subsequently sets x(j ):level := 2. Suppose for the sake of ontradi tion that pro ess
j does subsequently set x(j ):level := 2 in an update2j step, . Sin e x(j ):level 6= 1 when  o urs, it must be that
pro ess j must perform an update1j and a snap1j after  and before . But then pro ess j must see x(k ):level = 2
when it performs its snap1j , whi h auses it to ba k off, setting x(j ):level := 0. This is a ontradi tion, whi h
implies that no pro ess j subsequently sets x(j ):level := 2. But this implies that any pro ess that does a su essful
wait step will also see k as the smallest index su h that x(k ):level = 2, and will therefore also de ide on k 's val.
The wait-free progress property is immediate, be ause pro ess i pro eeds without any delay until it performs
its safei output a tion.
To see the safe termination property, assume that there is no j su h that proposej o urs and safej does not
o ur. Then there is no j su h that x(j ):level remains equal to 1 forever, so eventually all the level values are in
13

f0; 2g. Then any non-failing pro ess i will su
an agreei output a tion.

5

eed in any subsequent waiti statement, and so eventually performs

The BG Simulation Algorithm

In this se tion, we present the basi snapshot shared memory simulation algorithm, whi h we will show satises
Denition 3.2.
We present the algorithm as an n-pro ess snapshot shared memory system Q with a single snapshot shared
variable. This algorithm is assumed to intera t not only with the usual environment, via init and de ide a tions, but
also with a two-dimensional array of safe agreement modules Aj;` , j 2 f1; : : : ; n0 g, ` 2 N , N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g. In
the nal version of the simulation algorithm, system P , these safe agreement modules are repla ed by implementations and the whole thing implemented by a snapshot shared memory system with a single shared variable. The
system Q is assumed to intera t with ea h Aj;` via outputs propose(w)j;`;i and inputs safej;`;i and agree(w)j;`;i .
Here, we subs ript the safe agreement a tions by the parti ular instan e of the proto ol. For ` = 0, we have w 2 V .
For ` 2 N + , we have w 2 Rn .
System Q simulates the n0 pro esses of P 0 (P 0 is des ribed in Se tion 3.4.1), using a safe agreement proto ol
Aj;0 to allow all pro esses of Q to agree on the input of ea h pro ess j , and also a safe agreement proto ol Aj;` ,
` 2 N + to allow all pro esses to agree on the value returned by the `'th simulated snapshot statement of ea h
pro ess j . Other steps are simulated dire tly, with no agreement proto ol. Ea h pro ess i of Q simulates the steps
of ea h pro ess j of P 0 in order, waiting for ea h to omplete before going on to the next one. Pro ess i works
on urrently on simulating steps of different pro esses of P 0 . However, it is only permitted to be in the unsafe
portion of its exe ution for one pro ess j of P 0 at a time.
To simulate pro ess j , pro ess i keeps lo ally the urrent value of the state of j , in sim-state(j), the number of steps that it has simulated for j , in sim-steps(j), and the number of snapshots that it has simulated for j ,
in sim-snaps(j). The shared memory of Q is a single snapshot variable mem, ontaining a portion mem(i) for
ea h pro ess i of Q. In its omponent, pro ess i keeps tra k of the latest values of all the omponents of the
snapshot variable of P 0 , a ording to i's lo al simulation of P 0 . Pro ess i keeps the value of j 's omponent in
mem(i):sim-mem(j ). Along with this value, it keeps a ounter in mem(i):sim-steps(j ), whi h ounts the number of steps that it has simulated for j , up to and in luding the latest step at whi h pro ess j of P 0 updated its
omponent.
A fun tion latest is used in the snap a tion to ombine the information in the various omponents of mem to
produ e a single length n0 ve tor of R values, representing the latest values written by all the pro esses of P 0 . This
fun tion operates pointwise for ea h j , sele ting the sim-mem(j ) value asso iated with the highest sim-steps(j ).
More pre isely, assume k = maxi fmem(i):sim-steps(j )g. Then, let ^i be an index su h that mem(^i):sim-steps(j ) =
k . The fun tion latest sele ts, for j , the value mem(^
i):sim-mem(j ). As we shall see (in Lemma 6.3), this value
must be unique.
When pro ess i simulates a de ision step of j , it stores the de ision value in the lo al variable sim-de ision(j ).
On e pro ess i has simulated de ision steps of at least n0 f pro esses, that is, when jsim-de isionj  n0 f , it
omputes a de ision value v for itself, using the fun tion hi , that is, v := hi (sim-de ision).
In the following ode, we do not represent the stop a tions, sin e the dif ult part of the orre tness proof is the
safety argument. After the safety argument we give the fault-toleran e argument, and introdu e the stop a tions.
0
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Simulation System Q:
Shared variables:

mem, a length n snapshot value; for ea h i, mem(i) has
sim-mem, a ve tor in R

0

n

sim-steps, a ve tor in N

n

, initially everywhere r

0

, initially everywhere

0

omponents:

0

A tions of i:
Input:
init (v )i , v
safej;`;i , `

2
2

Internal:
sim-update j;i

V
N

agree (v )j;`;i , `

2 +
( )
2

or `
Output:

N

= 0 and

v

and v

R

de ide v i , v

States of i:
input

2 +
N

2

, initially

R

sim-lo al j;i

n

= 0 and

and v

2 [ f?g
V

V,

sim-de ide j;i

V

propose(v )j;`;i , `
or `

2

snapj;i

2

2

v

n

0

V,

?

reported, a Boolean, initially false
for ea h j :
sim-state(j ), a state of j , initially the initial state

2
2
( )2f

sim-steps(j )

N , initially

sim-snaps(j )
status j

N , initially

0
0

g

idle ; propose; unsafe; safe , initially idle

sim-mem-lo al (j )
sim-de ision (j )

2

R

n

0

, initially arbitrary

2 [ f?g
V

, initially

?

Transitions of i:
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2 +

agree(w )j;`;i , `

init (v )i

N

Effe t:

Effe t:
input

:=

sim-state(j )

v

:=

trans-snap (sim-state (j ); w )

0

sim-steps(j )

propose(v )j; ;i

sim-snaps(j )

Pre ondition:

status(j )

status(j )

= idle
: status(k ) = unsafe
nextop (sim-state (j )) = init
input =
v = gi (input )(j )

69

:= sim-steps(j ) + 1
:= sim-snaps(j ) + 1

:= idle

k

sim-update j;i

6 ?

Pre ondition:
nextop(sim-state (j ))

Effe t:

= (update ; r )

Effe t:

status(j )

:= unsafe

sim-state(j )

:= trans(sim-state (j ))
:= sim-steps(j ) + 1
mem(i):sim-mem(j ) := r
mem(i):sim-steps (j ) := sim-steps(j )
sim-steps(j )

safej;`;i
Effe t:
status(j )

:= safe
sim-lo al j;i

0

agree(v )j; ;i
Effe t:

Pre ondition:
nextop(sim-state (j ))

sim-state (j )

:=

sim-state(j )

trans-init (sim-state (j ); v )
sim-steps(j )
status(j )

= lo al

Effe t:
sim-steps(j )

:= 1

:= trans(sim-state (j ))
:= sim-steps(j ) + 1

:= idle
sim-de ide j;i
Pre ondition:

snapj;i

nextop(sim-state (j ))

Pre ondition:
nextop (sim-state (j ))
status(j )

= snap

sim-state(j )

:= trans(sim-state (j ))
:= sim-steps(j ) + 1
sim-de ision (j ) := v

= idle

sim-steps(j )

Effe t:
sim-mem-lo al (j )

:= latest(mem)
:= propose

status(j )

propose(w )j;`;i , `
Pre ondition:

de ide (v )i

2 +

Pre ondition:

N

input

status(j )

= propose
k : status(k ) = unsafe
sim-snaps(j ) = `
1
w = sim-mem-lo al (j )

j

v

Tasks of i:
de ide (v )i

=

:

v

j

Effe t:

:= unsafe

2 g
V

all non-input a tions involving j
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n

0

hi (sim-de ision )

reported

status(j )

= false

sim-de ision

Effe t:

for ea h j :

6=?

reported

69

f

= (de ide ; v )

Effe t:

:= true

f

6

Corre tness Proof

The liveness proof, whi h is quite simple, is postponed to the end of this se tion. We start with the proofs of safety
properties for the main simulation algorithm. For these, we use invariants involving the states of the safe agreement
modules. Sin e we do not want these invariants to depend on any parti ular implementation of safe agreement,
we add abstra t state information, in the form of history variables that are denable for all orre t safe agreement
implementations:

 V , initially ;
2 V [ f?g, initially ?
proposed-pro s  f1; : : : ; ng, initially ;
agreed-pro s  f1; : : : ; ng, initially ;

proposed-vals
agreed-val

These history variables are maintained by adding the following new effe ts to a tions:
propose(v )i

agree(v )i

Effe t:

Effe t:

[f g
[f g

:= proposed-vals
proposed-pro s := proposed-pro s
proposed-vals

agreed-val

v

:= v
:= agreed-pro s

agreed-pro s

i

[f g
i

For the safety part of the proof, we use three levels of abstra tion, related by forward and ba kward simulation
relations. Forward and ba kward simulation relations are notions used to show that one I/O automaton implements
another [24℄, or in our ase, that one I/O automaton solves another; they have nothing to do with simulations
in the sense of the BG simulation algorithm. The rst level of abstra tion is the spe i ation itself; that is, the
SimpleSpe automaton. The se ond level of abstra tion is the DelayedSpe automaton des ribed next in Se tion 6.1. The third level of abstra tion is the simulation algorithm P itself (obtained by omposing Q with safe
agreement implementations). We will prove in Se tion 6.1 that DelayedSpe solves SimpleSpe , and in Se tion 6.2
that P solves DelayedSpe . This implies that P solves SimpleSpe , whi h is what is needed for the safety part of
Denition 3.2.
6.1

The

DelayedSpe

Automaton

Our se ond level of abstra tion is the DelayedSpe automaton. This is a slight modi ation of SimpleSpe , whi h
repla es ea h snapshot step of a pro ess j of P 0 (sim-snapj ) with a series of snap-tryj steps during whi h snapshots
are taken and their values re orded, followed by one snap-su eedj step in whi h one of the re orded snapshot
values is hosen for a tual use.
The DelayedSpe automaton is the same as SimpleSpe , ex ept for the snapshot attempts. There is an extra
state omponent snap-set(j ), whi h keeps tra k of the set of snapshot ve tors that result from doing snap-tryj
a tions. The sim-snap a tions are omitted.
DelayedSpe

:

Signature:
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Input:

Internal:

As in SimpleSpe

As in SimpleSpe

Output:

but instead of sim-snapj , j

2 f1

;:::;n

0

g

:

snap-tryj

As in SimpleSpe

snap-su

eed j

States:
As in SimpleSpe

but in addition:

snap-set(j ), a set of ve tors in R
Transitions:

n

0

, initially empty

As in SimpleSpe but instead of sim-snapj :
snap-su

snap-tryj
nextop(sim-state (j ))

nextop (sim-state (j ))

= snap

Effe t:
snap-set(j )

eed j

Pre ondition:

Pre ondition:

:= snap-set(j )

[f

sim-mem

w

g

2

= snap

snap-set(j )

Effe t:

sim-state (j )
snap-set(j )

:= trans-snap(sim-state (j ); w )
:=

;

Tasks:
As in SimpleSpe

It should not be hard to believe that DelayedSpe solves SimpleSpe  the result of a sequen e of snap-try steps plus
one snap-su eed step is the same as if a single sim-snap o urred at the point of the sele ted snapshot. Formally,
we use a ba kward simulation to prove the implementation relationship. The reason for the ba kward simulation
is that the de ision of whi h snapshot is sele ted is made after the point of the simulated snapshot step.
The ba kward simulation relation we use (for any xed U ) is the relation b from states of DelayedSpe  U
to states of SimpleSpe  U that is dened as follows. If s is a state of DelayedSpe  U and u is a state of
SimpleSpe  U , then (s; u) 2 b provided that the following all hold:
1. The state of U is the same in u and s.
2.

u:sim-mem

= s:sim-mem.

3. For ea h i,
(a)
(b)

( ) = s:input(i).
u:reported(i) = s:reported(i).
u:input i

4. For ea h j ,
(a)
(b)

( ) 2 fs:sim-state(j )g [ ftrans-snap(s:sim-state(j ); w) : w 2 s:snap-set(j )g.
u:sim-de ision(j ) = s:sim-de ision(j ).

u:sim-state j
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and s, with the sole ex eption that u:sim-state(j ) 2
w 2 s:snap-set(j )g, that is, u:sim-state(j ) is either
s:sim-state(j ), or else the result of applying one of the snapshot results to s:sim-state(j ). Ea h sim-stepj step
of SimpleSpe is implemented by a hosen snap-tryj step of Delayed Spe .

That is, all state omponents are the same in

u

fs:sim-state(j )g [ ftrans-snap(s:sim-state(j ); w) :

U to SimpleSpe U .
Sket h of proof: Let (s; ; s0 ) be a step of DelayedSpe  U , and let (s0 ; u0 ) 2 b. We produ e a orresponding
exe ution fragment of SimpleSpe  U , from u to u0 , with (s; u) 2 b. The onstru tion is in ases based on the

Lemma 6.1

Relation

b is a ba kward simulation from DelayedSpe

type of a tion. The interesting ases are snap-try and snap-su
1.



2.



:

eed

= snap-try .
j

Let x denote s:sim-mem. If u0 :sim-state(j ) = trans-snap(s0 :simstate(j ); x), then let the orresponding exeution fragment be (u; sim-snapj ; u0 ), where u is the same as u0 , ex ept that u:sim-state(j ) = s:sim-state(j ).
This is an exe ution fragment be ause s:sim-state(j ) = s0 :sim-state(j ).
Otherwise, let the orresponding exe ution fragment be just the single state u0 . That is, u =
u0 .
Then we know that, either (i) u0 :sim-state(j ) = s0 :sim-state(j ), or (ii) u0 :sim-state(j ) 2
ftrans-snap(s0 :sim-state(j ); w) : w 2 s0 :snap-set(j ); w 6= xg. Sin e u = u0 , we need to prove that
u0 :sim-state(j ) is in the set fs:sim-state(j )g [ ftrans-snap(s:sim-state(j ); w) : w 2 s:snap-set(j )g.
If ase (i) holds the laim follows easily from the fa t that s:sim-state(j ) = s0 :sim-state(j ). Hen e,
assume ase (ii) holds. We know that s:snap-set(j )  s0 :snap-set(j ) fxg, so u0 :sim-state(j ) =
0
trans-snap(s :sim-state(j ); w ), where w 2 s:snap-set(j ). The proof follows sin e s:sim-state(j ) =
0
s :sim-state(j ).

= snap-su

.
The orresponding exe ution fragment onsists of only the single state u0 . We must show that (s; u0 ) 2 b.
Fix x 2 s:snap-set(j ) to be the snapshot value sele ted in the step we are onsidering.
Everything arries over immediately, ex ept for the equation involving the u0 :sim-state(j ) omponent.
For this, we know that u0 :sim-state(j ) 2 fs0 :sim-state(j )g [ ftrans-snap(s0 :sim-state(j ); w) : w 2
s0 :snap-set(j )g. But by the ode for snap-su eedj , the set s0 :snap-set(j ) is empty. So it must be that
u0 :sim-state(j ) = s0 :sim-state(j ).
Now, the ode implies that s0 :sim-state(j ) = trans-snap(s:sim-state(j ); x), whi h implies that
u0 :sim-state(j ) = trans-snap(s:sim-state(j ); x).
Therefore, u0 :sim-state(j ) 2 fs:sim-state(j )g [
ftrans-snap(s:sim-state; w) : w 2 s:snap-set(j )g, as needed.
eedj

This lemma implies that every tra e of DelayedSpe
denition of solves in Se tion 3.4.3):
Corollary 6.2

 U is a tra e of SimpleSpe  U [24℄, that is (re all the

DelayedSpe solves SimpleSpe .
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6.2

The System

Q with Safe Agreement Modules

Our third and nal level is the system Q, omposed with arbitrary safe agreement modules, and with the propose
and agree a tions re lassied as internal. We show that this system, omposed with a user U that submits at most
one initi a tion on ea h port, implements DelayedSpe  U in the sense of tra e in lusion; that is, this system solves
DelayedSpe  U (in the sense of Se tion 3.4.3). The idea is that individual pro esses of Q that are simulating a
snapshot step of a pro ess j of P 0 try to perform the simulated snapshot at the point where they take their a tual
snapshots. At the point where the appropriate safe agreement module hooses the winning a tual snapshot, the
simulated snapshot su eeds. As in the DelayedSpe , this hoi e is made after the snapshot attempts.
Formally, we use a weak forward simulation [24℄. The word weak simply indi ates that the proof uses
invariants. We need the invariants for the denition as well as for the proof of the forward simulation: stri tly
speaking, the denition of the forward simulation we use is ambiguous without them.
Lemma 6.3 gives  oheren e invariants, asserting onsisten y among three things: information kept by the
pro esses of Q, information in the safe agreement modules, and a run (as dened just below) of an individual
pro ess j of P 0 . Note that Lemma 6.3 does not talk about global exe utions of P 0 , but only about runs of an
individual pro ess of P 0 .
Dene a run of pro ess j of P 0 to be a sequen e of the form  = s0 ; 1 ; s1 ; 2 ; s2 ; : : : ; sk , where ea h si is a
state of pro ess j , and ea h i is a  hange, that is, one of the following: (init; v ), (snap; w), (update; r),
lo al, (de ide; v ); the rst state is the unique start state, and ea h hange yields a transition from the pre eding
to the su eeding state.
A onsequen e of the next lemma is that every pro ess i that simulates steps of a pro ess j simulates the same
run of j . As we shall see, the run is determined by the i pro ess that is furthest ahead in the simulation of j ; thus,
only su h an i pro ess an affe t the out ome of the next step of j . Moreover, it an affe t only the out ome of
snapshot steps. On e the out ome of a snapshot step is determined, i an pro eed with the simulation of j lo ally
(without reading the shared variable), up to the next snapshot step.
Invariant 1 relates the information in the pro esses of Q and the safe agreement modules. Invariants 2 and 3
relate the pro esses of Q and a given run  of pro ess j . Invariants 4 and 5 relate  and the safe agreement modules.
Invariant 6 relates all three types of information: it relates information in ertain pro esses of Q, the run  (those
that are  urrent in their simulation of j , a ording to ) and the safe agreement modules.
Lemma 6.3

For every rea hable state of

for ea h pro ess

j , there is a run 

= s0 ;

Q

omposed with abstra t safe agreement modules and a user

1 1

U , and

; s ; : : : ; sk of pro ess j su h that:

1. For any i:

 1 if and only if i 2 agreed-pro s 0 .
(b) For any `  1, sim-snaps(j )  ` if and only if i 2 agreed-pro s .
( ) i 2 proposed-pro s 0
agreed-pro s 0 if and only if nextop(sim-state(j ) ) = init and status(j ) 2
funsafe; safeg.
(d) For any `  1, i 2 proposed-pro s
agreed-pro s if and only if nextop(sim-state(j ) ) = snap,
sim-snaps(j ) = ` 1, and status(j ) 2 funsafe; safeg.
k = max fsim-steps(j ) g.
(a)

sim-steps(j )i

j;

i

j;`

j;

i

j;

j;`

i

2.

i

3. For any i, if

j;`

i

i

sim-steps(j )i

= ` then:
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i

i

(a)
(b)
( )
(d)

sim-state(j )i = s` .
sim-snaps(j )i is the number of snap's among 1 ; : : : ; ` .
mem(i):sim-mem(j ) is the value written in the last update among 1 ; : : : ; ` , if any, else r0 .
mem(i):sim-steps(j ) is the number of the last update among 1 ; : : : ; ` , if any, else 0.

(init; v) appears in  if and only if agreed-val 0 = v.
(b) (snap; w ) is the `'th snapshot in  if and only if agreed-val
= w.
5. If proposed-vals
6= ; and agreed-val =? for some ` then
(a) If ` = 0 then  onsists of only one state s, and nextop(s) = init.
(b) If `  1, then nextop(s ) = snap, and the number of snaps in  is `
1.
6. For any `  1, if nextop(s ) = snap and the number of snaps in  is `
1, then proposed-vals =
fsim-mem-lo al(j ) : sim-steps(j ) = k and status(j ) 2 funsafe; safegg.
4.

(a)

j;

j;`

j;`

j;`

k

k

i

j;`

i

i

Proof: Let s be any rea hable state of Q omposed with abstra t safe agreement modules and a user U . For s
equal to the initial state it is simple to he k that the lemma holds. Assume it holds for some state s, and we prove
that it holds for any state s0 , after a step (s; ; s0 ). Let  = s0 ; 1 ; s1 ; : : : ; sk be a run of pro ess j , orresponding
to s, whose existen e is guaranteed by the lemma. We prove there is a run 0 orresponding to s0 , that satises the
requirements of the lemma. The run 0 will be either equal to , or else obtained from  by appending a hange
k+1 and a state sk+1 . We skip the proof of invariant 1, whi h is simple and does not talk about .
For state s, k = maxi fs:sim-steps(j )i g. Let k 0 be the orresponding value in s0 ; that is k 0 =
0
maxi fs :sim-steps(j )i g.
First assume k 0 = k + 1. Then, for some i,  must be one of: agree(w)j;0;i , agree(w)j;`;i for ` 2 N + ,
sim-updatej;i , sim-lo alj;i , or sim-de idej;i , sin e these are the only ases that in rement a sim-steps omponent.
Moreover, s.sim-steps(j )i = k , and hen e, by part 3(a) of the lemma, sk = s.sim-state(j )i . For ea h one of these
possibilities, 0 is obtained from  by appending the orresponding hange: (init; w) for an agree(w)j;0;i ;
(snap; w) for an agree(w)j;`;i , ` 2 N + ; (update; r) for a sim-updatej;i ; lo al for a sim-lo alj;i ;
(de ide; v) for a sim-de idej;i , and after the hange, appending to the run the state sk+1 , resulting from the
orresponding transition fun tion (trans-init, trans-snap, or trans) applied to sk . That is, sk+1 = s0 :sim-state(j )i .
Thus, in s0 , pro ess i is the rst one to nish the simulation of the k 0 -th step of j and s0 :sim-steps(j )i = k 0 ; while
for every other pro ess i0 , s0 :sim-steps(j )i < k 0 .
First noti e that part 2 of the lemma learly holds for s0 . Consider the ase of  = agree(w)j;`;i for ` 2 N +
(we omit the proofs of the other ases, whi h are analogous). For part 3 of the lemma, we need to onsider only
the ase of ` = k + 1, sin e the ases of ` < k + 1 hold by the indu tion hypothesis. Thus, we need to onsider
only pro ess i. Part (a) holds by the denition of sk+1 . Part (b) holds be ause s:sim-snaps(j )i is the number of
0
snap's among 1 ; : : : ; k , and s :sim-snaps(j )i = s:sim-snaps(j )i + 1, while k+1 = (snap; w ). Part ( ), (d),
and part 4(a) of the lemma hold by indu tion hypothesis. For part 4(b) of the lemma, noti e that there are ` 1
0
snap's in . Thus, in  there are ` snap's, and indeed agreed-valj;` = w . Part 5 holds trivially be ause pro ess i is
the rst one to nish the simulation of the `-th snap of j , and hen e proposed-valsj;` 6= ; and agreed-valj;` 6=?
for `0  `, while proposed-valsj;` = ; and agreed-valj;` =? for `0 > `. Finally, onsider part 6. Sin e in s0
there are no pro esses i0 with sim-steps(j )i = k + 1 and status(j )i 2 funsafe; safeg, then we have to prove
0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

that proposed-valsj;`+1 = ;. Observe that s:sim-snaps(j )i = ` 1 for any i0 with s:sim-steps(j )i = k . Then,
s:sim-snaps(j )i < ` for all i0 , and hen e no i0 has yet exe uted a propose(w)j;`+1 .
Now assume k 0 = k . In this ase, 0 = . Clearly part 2 of the lemma holds. The ases of  equal to
+
agree(w )j;0;i , agree(w )j;`;i ; ` 2 N , sim-updatej;i , sim-lo alj;i , or sim-de idej;i , are similar to ea h other. Let us
onsider the most interesting:  = agree(w)j;`;i . We have that s:sim-snaps(j )i = ` 1 and s0 :sim-snaps(j )i = `.
Assume s:sim-steps(j )i = k1 , k1 < k . To prove part 3 take ` = k1 + 1. Part (a) follows be ause s:sim-state(j )i =
sk1 , and w 2 agreed-valj;` , so that the effe t of  when trans-snap is applied gives sk1 +1 = s0 :sim-state(j )i . Part
(b) follows be ause s:sim-snaps(j )i is the number of snap's among 1 ; : : : ; ` 1, and ` is a snap, and hen e
s0 :sim-snaps(j )i = s:sim-snaps(j )i + 1 is the number of snap's among 1 ; : : : ; ` . The other parts of the lemma
follow easily by indu tion.
Another ase is when  is propose(v )j;0;i , or propose(w)j;`;i ; ` 2 N + . Consider the se ond possibility. To
he k part 5 of the lemma assume s0 :proposed-valsj;` 6= ; and s0 :agreed-valj;` =?, while s:proposed-valsj;` = ;
and s:agreed-valj;` =?. Then,  is the rst propose for j and `, and hen e k = s:sim-steps(j )i . Also,
s0 :nextop(sim-state(j )i ) = snap be ause s:status(j ) = propose. Thus nextop(sk ) = snap. To omplete
the proof of the laim noti e that the number of snaps in  is ` 1, by the indu tion hypothesis for part 3 (a)
and (b). Finally, part 6 of the lemma is easy to he k be ause w = s:sim-mem-lo al(j )i is added to the set
proposed-valsj;` .
0

0

0

The forward simulation relation we use is the relation f from states of Q omposed with safe agreement
modules and U to states of DelayedSpe  U that is dened as follows. If s is a state of the Q system and u is a
state of DelayedSpe  U , then (s; u) 2 f provided that the following all hold:
1. The state of U is the same in u and s.
2.

u:sim-mem

= latest(s:mem).

3. For every i,
(a)
(b)

( ) = s:input .
u:reported(i) = s:reported .

u:input i

i

i

4. For every j ,

(a) u:sim-state(j ) = s:sim-state(j )i , where i is the index of the maximum value of s:sim-steps(j ).
(b) If there exists i with s:sim-de ision(j )i 6=? then u:sim-de ision(j ) = s:sim-de ision(j )i for some
su h i, else u:sim-de ision(j ) =?.
( ) If nextop(u:sim-state(j )) = snap then u:snap-set(j ) = fs:sim-mem-lo al(j )i : s:sim-steps(j )i =
maxk fs:sim-steps(j )k g and s:status(j )i 6= idleg else u:snap-set(j ) = ;.

Thus, the simulated memory u:sim-mem is determined by the latest information that any of the pro esses of Q has
about the memory, and likewise for the simulated pro ess states and simulated de isions. Also, the snapshot sets
u:snap-set(j ) are determined by the snapshot values saved in lo al pro ess states, in Q.
Ea h snap-try step of DelayedSpe is implemented by a urrent snap of Q. Ea h snap-su eed step is
implemented by the rst agree step of the appropriate safe agreement module, and likewise for ea h sim-init step.
Ea h sim-update step is implemented by the rst step at whi h some pro ess simulates that update, and likewise
for the other types of simulated pro ess steps.
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Lemma 6.4
DelayedSpe

Relation

U .

f is a weak forward simulation from

Q

omposed with safe agreement modules and

U to

Sket h of proof: Let (s; ; s0 ) be a step of the Q system, and let u be any state of DelayedSpe  U su h that
(s; u) 2 f . We produ e an exe ution fragment of DelayedSpe  U , from u to a state u0, su h that (s0; u0) 2 f .
The proof is by ases, a ording to  . These are the most interesting ases:
1.



2.



= snap

j;i

.

If sim-steps(j )i is the maximum value of sim-steps(j ) (in both s and s0 ), then this simulates snap-tryj , else
it simulates no steps.
Assume the rst ase: that sim-steps(j )i is the maximum value of sim-steps(j ). The orresponding exe ution fragment is (u; snap-tryj ; u0 ), where u0 is the same as u ex ept that u0 :snap-set(j ) = u:snap-set(j ) [
fu:sim-memg. Sin e (s; ; s0 ) is a step of Q, the pre ondition for  holds in s and nextop(s:sim-state(j )i ) =
snap. Sin e (s; u) 2 f , it follows that nextop(u:sim-state(j )) = snap, by 4(a) of the denition of f .
Therefore, the pre ondition for snap-tryj holds in u, and (u; snap-tryj ; u0 ) is an exe ution fragment.
To prove that (s0 ; u0 ) 2 f , the only nontrivial part of the denition of f to he k is 4( ); sin e
0
0
nextop(u :sim-state(j )) = snap, we do have to verify that u satises part 4( ) of the denition
of f . We know that u:snap-set(j ) is equal to the set fs:sim-mem-lo al(j )i : s:sim-steps(j )i =
maxk fs:sim-steps(j )k g and s:status(j )i 6= idleg, be ause (s; u) 2 f . Now, u0:snap-set(j ) =
u:snap-set(j ) [ fu:sim-memg. Also, u:sim-mem = latest(s:mem), by part 3 of the denition of f . After the snapj;i , we get latest(s:mem) = s0 :sim-mem-lo al(j )i . It follows that u0 :snap-set(j ) is equal
to u:snap-set(j ) [ fs0 :sim-mem-lo al(j )i g, and hen e, u0 :snap-set(j ) is equal to fs0 :sim-mem-lo al(j )i :
s0 :sim-steps(j )i = maxk fs0 :sim-steps(j )k g and s0 :status(j )i 6= idleg, as desired.
The ase where sim-steps(j )i is not the maximum value of sim-steps(j ) is trivial.

, ` 2 N +.
If this in reases the maximum value of sim-steps(j ) then it simulates snap-su eedj with a de ision value
of w, else simulates no steps.
Consider the ase where  in reases the maximum value of sim-steps(j ). Let k = maxi fs:sim-steps(j )i g.
Then, s:sim-steps(j )i = k , and s0 :sim-steps(j )i = k + 1. By Lemma 6.3, for state s, there is a run
for j ,  = s0 ; 1 ; s1 ; : : : ; sk , with sk = s:sim-state(j )i . Now, part 1(d) of Lemma 6.3 implies that
nextop(s:sim-state(j )i ) = snap, s:sim-snaps(j )i = `
1, and s:status(j )i 2 funsafe; safeg. Sin e
(s; u) 2 f , u:sim-state(j ) = s:sim-state(j )i , and hen e, nextop(u:sim-state(j )i ) = snap. We want to
prove that (u; snap-su eedj ; u0 ) with a de ision value of w is an exe ution fragment. Sin e we already
proved that nextop(u:sim-state(j )i ) = snap, to prove that the pre ondition of the snap-su eedj holds it
remains to show that w 2 u:snap-set(j ).
To prove that w 2 u:snap-set(j ), re all that s:sim-snaps(j )i = ` 1, and hen e, ` 1 is the number
of snap's in , by part 3(b) of Lemma 6.3. Thus, the hypothesis of part 6 of Lemma 6.3 holds, and
s:proposed-valsj;` = fs:sim-mem-lo al(j )i : s:sim-steps(j )i = k and s:status(j )i 2 funsafe; safegg. We
know that w must be in the set s:proposed-valsj;` , be ause (s; agree(w)j;`;i ; s0 ) is an exe ution fragment.
Thus, w = s:sim-mem-lo al(j )i , for some i0 with s:sim-steps(j )i = k and s:status(j )i 2 funsafe; safeg.
To omplete the proof of the laim, noti e that part 4( ) of the denition of f implies that u:snap-set(j ) =

= agree(w)

j;`;i

0

0
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0

fs:sim-mem-lo al(j ) : s:sim-steps(j ) = max fs:sim-steps(j ) g and s:status(j ) 6= idleg. Therefore, w

must be in u:snap-set(j ).
Finally, it is easy to verify that (s0 ; u0 ) 2 f : we need only to he k onditions 4(a) and 4( ) of the denition
of f . Clearly 4(a) holds. For 4( ) observe that u0 :snap-set(j ) = ;. If nextop(u0 :sim-state(j )) 6= snap
then 4( ) holds. But if nextop(u0 :sim-state(j )) = snap 4( ) also holds, sin e i is the only one a hieving
the maximum of maxk fs0 :sim-steps(j )k g, and s0 :status(j )i = idle.
The ase where  does not in rease the maximum value of sim-steps(j ) is simple. Here no steps are simulated and u = u0 . To see that (s0 ; u0 ) 2 f , we need to he k only that parts 4(a) and 4( ) of the denition of
f hold. This follows easily from the fa t that (s; u) 2 f , and that the maximum value of sim-steps(j ) does
not hange.
i

We on lude that every tra e of
 U:

i

Q

k

k

i

omposed with safe agreement modules and a user

U

is a tra e of

DelayedSpe

Corollary 6.5

Q

omposed with safe agreement modules solves DelayedSpe .

Combining Corollaries 6.5 and 6.2, we obtain:
Corollary 6.6

Q

omposed with safe agreement modules solves SimpleSpe .

Corollary 6.6 is almost, but not quite, what we need. It remains to ompose the Q automaton with snapshot
shared memory systems that implement all the safe agreement modules, then to merge all the pro esses of all these
various omponents systems in order to form a single shared memory system. The resulting system has innitely
many snapshot shared variables; we ombine all these to yield a system P with a single snapshot shared variable.
We on lude that for every user U that submits at most one initi a tion on ea h port, every tra e of P  U is a
tra e of SimpleSpe  U . That is,
Lemma 6.7

P solves SimpleSpe .

Lemma 6.7 yields the safety requirements of a fault-tolerant simulation, as expressed by part (1) of Denition 3.2. Now we prove the fault-toleran e requirements, as expressed by part (2) of Denition 3.2. The argument
is reasonably straightforward, based on the fa t that ea h pro ess of Q an, at any time, be in the unsafe region of
ode for at most one pro ess of P 0 . As before, sin e we are reasoning about fault-toleran e, we onsider expli it
stop a tions.

P 0 guarantees f -failure termination then P guarantees f -failure termination.
Proof: Assume that P 0 guarantees f -failure termination.
Ea h pro ess i of P simulates the steps of ea h pro ess j of P 0 in order, waiting for ea h step to

Lemma 6.8

If

omplete
before going on to the next one. Pro ess i works on urrently on simulating steps of different pro esses of P 0 .
However, it is only permitted to be in the unsafe portion of its exe ution for one pro ess j of P 0 at a time.
Re all that the spe i ation of safe-agreement stipulates that if a non-failing pro ess i exe utes a proposej;`;i
a tion it will get an agreej;`;i a tion, unless some other pro ess i0 , simulating step ` of j , fails when unsafe. In
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this ase i0 ould blo k the simulation of j . However, sin e i0 is allowed to parti ipate in this safe agreement only
if it is not urrently in the unsafe portion of any other safe agreement exe ution, then i0 an blo k at most one
simulated pro ess. In any exe ution in whi h at most f simulator pro esses fail, at most f simulated pro esses
are blo ked, and ea h non-failing simulator i an omplete the simulation of at least n0 f pro esses. Therefore,
sin e P 0 satises f -failure termination, a non-failing simulator will eventually exe ute its de ide step. Thus the
whole system satises f -failure termination.
Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8 yield:
Theorem 6.9

P is an f -simulation of P 0 via relations G and H .

Now, from Theorem 6.9 and Theorem 3.3 we get the result that leads to the appli ations in Se tion 8:
Theorem 6.10

7
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termination, and suppose that
guarantees

0
0
D . Then there exists a snapshot shared memory system that solves D and

Suppose that there exists a snapshot shared memory system that solves D and guarantees f -failure
G;H
f

Simulation in Read/Write Systems

A system using snapshot shared memory an be implemented in a wait-free manner in terms of single-writer multireader read/write shared variables [1℄. It follows that Theorem 6.10 extends to read/write systems. However, in
this se tion we provide a dire t onstru tion, showing how to produ e a read/write shared memory system P that
f -simulates a read/write shared memory system P 0 . The read/write simulation algorithm is essentially the same as
the snapshot simulation algorithm, ex ept that a snapshot operation is repla ed by a sequen e of reads in arbitrary
order.
The reasons why we presented the snapshot simulation algorithm rst are that it is simpler, and that the orre tness proof of the read/write simulation algorithm is based on that of the snapshot algorithm.
0 , is an n0 -pro ess read/write shared memory system.
We assume that the system we want to simulate, PRW
We des ribe an n-pro ess read/write simulating system QRW . As before, this algorithm is assumed to intera t
with the usual environment, via init and de ide a tions, and also with a two-dimensional array of safe agreement
modules Aj;` , j 2 f1; : : : ; n0 g, ` 2 N , N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g. In the omplete version of the simulation algorithm,
denoted PRW , these safe agreement modules are repla ed by read/write memory implementations and the whole
thing implemented by a read/write shared memory system.
0 has a sequen e mem0 of n0 read/write shared variables. Ea h variable mem0 (j ) is a
The simulated system PRW
0 , taking on values in R, and with initial value r0 .
single-writer multi-reader variable, written by pro ess j of PRW
0
Furthermore, we assume that P solves a de ision problem D0 , guaranteeing f -failure termination.
0 whi h is similar to that of system P 0 , as des ribed in Se tion 3.4.1.
We use terminology about system PRW
0 , dene nextop(s) to be an element of finit; lo alg [
Namely, for any state s of a pro ess j of PRW
0
0
0
f(read; j ) : 1  j  n g [ f(update; r) : r 2 Rg [ f(de ide; v) : v 2 V g. As before, our determinism assumptions imply that ea h state s has a well dened and unique value of nextop(s). For any state s of
a pro ess j su h that nextop(s) = init and any v 2 V , dene trans-init(s; v ) to be the state that results from
applying init(v )j to s. For any state s of a pro ess j su h that nextop(s) = (read; j 0 ) and any w 2 R, dene
0
trans-read(s; w ) to be the state that results from performing the read operation of the j th variable from state s,
with the return value for the read being w. Finally, for any state s of a pro ess j su h that nextop(s) is an update,
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, or de

lo al

s.

ide

pair, dene trans(s) to be the state of j that results from performing the operation from state

The system QRW is assumed to intera t with ea h Aj;` via outputs propose(w)j;`;i and inputs safej;`;i and
(w)j;`;i . In fa t, QRW is very similar to Q. The differen e is that ea h snapshot operation used by Q (the
only pla e snapshots are used is in the omputation of latest) is repla ed by a sequen e of read operations in QRW ,
as des ribed next.
The shared memory of QRW onsists of a sequen e mem-RW of n read/write shared variables. Ea h variable
mem-RW(i) is a single-writer multi-reader variable, written by pro ess i of QRW . In mem-RW(i), pro ess i keeps
0 , a ording to i's lo al simulation of P 0 . Along with ea h
tra k of the latest values in all the variables of PRW
RW
su h value, sim-mem(j ), it keeps a tag sim-steps(j ), whi h ounts the number of steps that it has simulated for j ,
0 updated its register.
up to and in luding the latest step at whi h pro ess j of PRW
The ode of QRW has the same transitions as those of Q, ex ept that the snap is repla ed by reading and
read-done, and the ne essary synta ti modi ations are made to the propose and agree transitions. The formal des ription appears below. Pro ess i simulates a read of variable j 0 by pro ess j , by reading all the variables in mem-RW and ombining the information in these variables to produ e a single value in R: the value
produ ed is the latest value written by any of the pro esses of QRW in its opy of the shared variable of j 0 .
More pre isely, pro ess i exe utes a series of n readingj;i a tions in arbitrary order, one for ea h i0 , sele ting the
0
0
0
0
mem-RW(i ):sim-mem(j ) value asso iated with the highest mem-RW(i ):sim-steps(j ) (this value must be unique).
0
0
In the ode below, m(j ) keeps tra k of the highest mem-RW(i ):sim-steps(j ) en ountered so far. m(j ) is initialized to 1, be ause mem-RW(i0 ):sim-steps(j 0 ) takes values greater or equal than 0. There is also read-set(j ) whi h
keeps tra k of the indexes of pro esses that have been onsidered. Thus, read-set(j ) is initially empty. On e the
n omponents of mem-RW have been read, read-set(j ) = f1; : : : ; ng and read-donej;i an be exe uted. This in
turn allows ompletion of the simulation of the read with the exe ution of the propose(w)j;`;i and agree(w)j;`;i
a tions.

agree

Simulation System QRW
Same as Q but with the following hanges:
Shared variables:
As in

Q

but instead of mem:

mem-RW, a sequen e of n read/write variables; for ea h i, mem-RW(i) has
sim-mem, a ve tor in R

0

n

sim-steps, a ve tor in N

n

, initially everywhere r

0

, initially everywhere

0

0

A tions of i:
Input:
As in
Output:
As in

States of i:
As in

Q

Q
Q

Internal:
As in

Q

but instead of snapj;i :

readingj;i
read-donej;i

ex ept for:

for ea h j ,
instead of sim-snaps:
sim-reads(j )

2

N , initially

0

instead of sim-mem-lo al:
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omponents:

sim-mem-lo al-RW
and in addition:

2

R, initially arbitrary

read-set(j ) a set of integers, initially empty
m(j )

2 [ f 1g

1

, initially

N

Transitions of i:

As in Q but instead of snapj;i ,
propose(w )j;`;i , `

readingj;i
Pre ondition:
nextop (sim-state (j ))
status(j )
i

0

2 f1

Effe t:

Pre ondition:

= (read; j 0 )

g

N

status(j )

= propose
: status(k ) = unsafe
sim-reads(j ) = `
1
w = sim-mem-lo al-RW (j )

69

= idle

;:::;n

2 +

k

read-set(j )

[f g

0
:= read-set(j )
i
0 ):sim-steps(j 0 ) > m(j ) then
sim-mem-lo al-RW (j ) :=
0
0
mem-RW(i ):sim-mem(j )
0
0
m(j ) := mem-RW(i ):sim-steps (j )

read-set(j )

if mem-RW(i

Effe t:
status(j )
agree(w )j;`;i , `
Effe t:

:= unsafe

2 +
N

sim-state(j )
Pre ondition:
nextop (sim-state (j ))
status(j )

sim-steps(j )

= (read; j 0 )

sim-reads(j )
status(j )

= idle
= 1; : : : ; n

f
( ) := ;

read-set(j )
Effe t:

:=

trans-read(sim-state (j ); w )

read-done j;i

g

:= sim-steps(j ) + 1
:= sim-reads(j ) + 1

:= idle

read-set j
m(j )

:=

status(j )

Tasks of i:
As in

1
:= propose

Q

.

To prove the orre tness of the read/write simulation algorithm, we dene an intermediate system, SnapSim.
The only differen e between QRW and SnapSim is that to simulate a read a tion of the j 0 th omponent,
SnapSim performs a snapshot of mem-RW and applies a fun tion latestsnp to the result, instead of performing a series of reads. The fun tion latestsnp for j 0 is dened as follows. It returns a single value of
R, representing the latest value written by all the pro esses in the mem-RW variable of j 0 . That is, let
k = maxi fmem-RW(i0 ):sim-steps(j 0 )g, and hoose any i00 su h that mem-RW(i00 ):sim-steps(j 0 ) = k . Then
0
00
0
latestsnp (mem-RW; j ) = mem-RW(i ):sim-mem(j ). (We laim this is uniquely dened.) In the ode of SnapSim
the reading and read-done transitions are repla ed by a read transition:
0

Simulation System SnapSim.:
Shared variables:
As in

Q

RW
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A tions of i:
Input:
As in
Output:
As in

States of i:
As in

Q

Q
Q

Internal:
As in

RW

Q

RW , ex ept that readingj;i and read-donej;i are repla ed by readj;i

RW

RW

Transitions of i:

As in QRW , ex ept that readingj;i and read-donej;i are repla ed by readj;i :
readj;i
Pre ondition:
nextop (sim-state (j ))
status(j )

= (read; j 0 )

= idle

Effe t:
sim-mem-lo al-RW (j )
status(j )

Tasks of i:
As in

Q

:= latest snp (mem-RW; j 0 )

:= propose

RW .

It is not hard to verify that an exe ution of QRW orresponds to an exe ution of SnapSim: Consider a read-donej;i and the orresponding readingj;i 's, for some xed values j; i. Thus the pre ondition
0
0
0
nextop(sim-state(j )) = (read; j ) holds for some parti ular j '; x j . Also, sim-reads(j ) = `
1 for some
value of `. Thus, for the rest of the argument, we have xed values of `; i; j; j 0 .
Repla e all of these read-donej;i and readingj;i 's by a single readj;i , whi h o urs somewhere between
the rst readingj;i and the last readingj;i , at a point when the highest sim-steps(j 0 ) takes the value re orded
by the read-donej;i . That is, the read is pla ed at a point where maxi fmem-RW(i0 ):sim-steps(j 0 )g is equal
to the value of m(j ) at the point of the read-done. Su h a point exists be ause the sim-steps variables inrease by one unit at a time, and be ause the nal value of m(j ) satises the following: it is at least the
value of maxi fmem-RW(i0 ):sim-steps(j 0 )g at the moment of the rst readingj;i , and at most the value of
maxi fmem-RW(i0):sim-steps(j 0 )g at the moment of the last readingj;i.
Note that the value of sim-mem-lo al-RW(j ) at the point of the read-done (whi h is the value returned by the
sequen e of reading steps in QRW ) is the same as the value of mem-RW(i00 ):sim-mem(j 0 ) at the point where the
00
00
0
0
0
read is pla ed, for any i with mem-RW(i ):sim-steps(j ) = maxi fmem-RW(i ):sim-steps(j )g.
It follows that every tra e of QRW with safe-agreement modules and U is also a tra e of SnapSim with safeagreement modules and U . Now, the same proof te hnique that we used to proof that every tra e of Q with safeagreement modules and U is a tra e of DelayedSpe  U an also be used to prove that every tra e of SnapSim
with safe-agreement modules and U is a tra e of DelayedSpe RW  U , where DelayedSpe RW is the read/write
memory version of DelayedSpe . Also, the proof te hnique used for Corollary 6.2 an be used to prove that every
0

0

0

0
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tra e of DelayedSpe RW  U is a tra e of SimpleSpe RW  U , the read/write memory version of SimpleSpe .
Combining all these fa ts, we see that every tra e of QRW with safe-agreement modules and U is also a tra e of
SimpleSpe RM  U . Therefore:
Lemma 7.1

Q

omposed with safe agreement modules solves SimpleSpe

RW

RW

.

As before, we ompose QRW with read/write shared memory systems that implement all the safe agreement
modules, and then merge all the pro esses of all these various omponents systems in order to form a single shared
memory system, PRW . We see that, for every user U that submits at most one initi a tion on ea h port, every tra e
of PRW  U is a tra e of SimpleSpe RW  U . That is:
Lemma 7.2

P

RW

solves SimpleSpe

RW .

The fault-toleran e argument is analogous to the one for snapshot shared memory systems:
Lemma 7.3

If

P0

RW

guarantees

f -failure termination then

P

RW

guarantees

f -failure termination.

Now Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 yield (restating Denition 3.2, the denition of
):
RW

f -simulation,

in terms of

SimpleSpe

Theorem 7.4

P

RW

is an

f -simulation of

P0

RW

via relations

G and H .

And we get the analogue of Theorem 6.10 (using the analogue of Theorem 3.3 for read/write systems):
Theorem 7.5

and guarantees
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termination, and suppose that

8

0

Suppose that there exists a read/write shared memory system that solves D and guarantees f -failure

D0 .

Then there exists a read/write shared memory system that solves

D

Appli ations

In Se tion 8.1, we des ribe the notion of a onvergen e task [16℄, whi h is used to spe ify a family of de ision
problems, one for ea h number of pro esses. For example, binary onsensus is a onvergen e task  it yields a
de ision problem for any number of pro esses. In Theorem 8.1, we show that one de ision problem in the family
of problems spe ied by a onvergen e task is solvable if and only if any other problem in the family is solvable.
The proof is based on Theorem 6.10.
In Se tion 8.2 we use this theorem to obtain various possibility and impossibility results for read/write and
snapshot shared memory systems.
8.1

Convergen e Tasks

In Se tion 3.1 we dened an n-port de ision problem in terms of two sets of n-ve tors, I and O, and a total
relation  from I to O. Thus, a de ision problem is spe ied for a ertain number of pro esses, n. For the
appli ations in the next subse tion, we would like to talk about a problem in general, without spe ifying the
number of pro esses. For example, in the binary onsensus problem, any number of pro esses start with binary
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inputs, and have to agree on some pro ess' input value. Stri tly speaking, this is not a de ision problem, but a
family of de ision problems, one for ea h n.
In prin iple, one ould dene a family of de ision problems, in a way that for two different values of n, the
orresponding de ision problems are ompletely unrelated. But this is not what one would mean by a family.
We now des ribe a way of dening a family of de ision problems alled onvergen e tasks [16℄. We prove that it
is a family in the sense, roughly, that one de ision problem in the family is solvable if and only if any other is.
For dening onvergen e tasks, it will be onvenient to talk about sets instead of ve tors, sin e the position
of an element in the ve tor will be immaterial. That is, in the kind of de ision problems we will be onsidering,
any permutation of an input (output) ve tor will also be an input (output) ve tor. We all a set a simplex, to follow
the notation of topology. An element of a simplex is a vertex. A omplex is a family of simplexes losed under
ontainment.1
For a omplex K, skelk (K) denotes the sub omplex formed by all simplexes of K of size at most k + 1. For
example, skel0 (K) onsists of all the verti es of K, and skel1 (K) onsists of all the verti es and all the simplexes
of size two. Thus skel1 (K) an be thought of as a graph, with simplexes of size 2 as edges and simplexes of size 1
as verti es.
Informally, if S is an input simplex of a onvergen e task, ea h pro ess an re eive as input value any vertex of
S , su h that the input values are a subset of S (two pro esses may re eive the same vertex). The onvergen e task
spe ies a set of legal output simplexes for S , denoted (S ). Ea h pro ess has to hoose an output a vertex (two
pro esses may hoose the same vertex), su h that the verti es form an output simplex of (S ). Let n-ve tors(S )
be the set of n-ve tors of values from S . Thus, if S is an input simplex, then n-ve tors(S ) are input ve tors, and
if L is an output simplex then n-ve tors(L) are output ve tors.
e n is dened as follows. h~v1 ; : : : ; ~vn i is a ve tor in
Let K be a omplex. The orresponding n-port ve tor set K
e
Kn if and only if ~v1 ; : : : ; ~vn (not ne essarily distin t) form a simplex in K; that is, Ken = [S2K n-ve tors(S ). For
e n then set(w) 2 K.
a ve tor w, let set(w) be the simplex of values of w. Thus, if w 2 K
Formally, a onvergen e task [L; K; ℄ onsists of two arbitrary omplexes, L and K, alled the input omplex
and the output omplex, respe tively, and a relation
arrying ea h simplex of L to a non-empty sub omplex of
K, su h that if L0 is a fa e of L1 , then (L0 )  (L1).
e n ; e i, where e is as follows: e (w) ontains
For ea h n, the n-port de ision problem of [L; K; ℄ is hLen ; K
every n-ve tor w0 su h that w0 2 n-ve tors(S ), for S 2 (set(w)).
In the next subse tion, we onsider the following onvergen e tasks.
1. The N - onsensus onvergen e task is [S N 1 ; skel0 (S N 1 ); skel0 ℄, where S N 1 onsists of a simplex of
size N , N > 1, and its subsimplexes. Thus, for ea h n, it yields a onsensus de ision problem [11℄ for n
pro esses, where the pro esses start with N possible input values, whi h are the verti es of S N 1 . If the
pro esses start with values that form an input simplex S 2 S N 1 , they have to de ide values that form a
simplex in skel0 (S ). Sin e the only simplexes of skel0 (S ) are the verti es of S , the pro esses have to de ide
on the same vertex, that is, they all have to agree on one of the input verti es of S .

2. The (N; k )-set agreement onvergen e task, 0 < k < N , is [S N 1 ; skelk 1 (S N 1 ); skelk 1 ℄. Thus, for
ea h n, it yields an n-pro ess k -set-agreement problem over a set S N 1 of N values (see Example 1).

1 Thus the
distributed

omplexes we

onsider here are  olorless, as opposed to the

olored

omplexes

onsidered usually in the topology approa h to

omputing (e.g. [7, 18, 15℄), where ea h element of a simplex has asso iated a pro ess id.
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3. The loop agreement onvergen e task [16℄ is [S 2 ; K; ℄, where S 2 is the 2-simplex (~s0 ; ~s1 ; ~s2 ) and its subsimplexes, K is an arbitrary nite omplex with three distinguished verti es ~v0 ; ~v1 ; ~v2 , (~si ) = ~vi , (~si ; ~sj )
is some path (simplexes of size 1 and 2) ij with end-points ~vi and ~vj , and (S 2 ) = K.
Other examples of onvergen e tasks appear in [16℄, like un olored simplex agreement, bary entri agreement,
and -agreement.
For a onvergen e task [L; K; ℄, let D = hI ; O ; i be the orresponding n-port de ision problem,
= hI 0 ; O0; 0i the n0-port de ision problem, and f < minfn; n0g. If there exists a snapshot shared memory

Theorem 8.1
D0

D and guarantees f -failure termination then there exists a snapshot shared memory system that
D0 and guarantees f -failure termination.

system that solves
solves

Proof: By Theorem 6.10, it suf es to show that D G;H
D0 , for some G = G(g1 ; g2 ; : : : ; gn ) and H =
f
H (f; h1 ; h2 ; : : : ; hn ). Dene gi (v ) to be the n0 -ve tor with all entries equal to v , and hi (w) to be any of the
elements of w different from ?.
Now we prove the requirement G  0  F  H   of Denition 3.1. Take any input ve tor w 2 I . Thus
set(w) 2 L. For any w1 2 G(w),
set(w1 )  set(w);
(1)
0
and hen e, set(w1 ) 2 L, sin e L is losed under ontainment. That is, w1 2 I .
Now, take any w2 2 0 (w1 ). Thus set(w2 ) 2 (set(w1 )). By denition of H and F , any w3 2 H (F (w2 ))
satises set(w3 )  set(w2 ). Thus, set(w3 ) 2 (set(w1 )), sin e set(w2 ) 2 (set(w1 )) and (set(w1 )) is (a
omplex) losed under ontainment.
Finally, we need to prove that set(w3 ) 2 (set(w)), sin e this implies that w3 2 (w). This holds be ause
(set(w1))  (set(w)), by Equation 1.
Applying Theorem 7.5 (instead of Theorem 6.10), we get the same result for read/write systems.

8.2

Possibility and Impossibility Results

Theorem 8.1 an be used to extend results that are known for a small number of pro esses to larger numbers,
for xed f . In this se tion we present several appli ations of this kind. All the appli ations we present hold for
read/write memory systems and for snapshot memory systems, sin e one an use the read/write memory or the
snapshot memory version of Theorem 8.1.
Consensus. It is known [11, 20℄ that the onsensus de ision problem is not solvable with f -failure termination,
when f  1. In parti ular, wait-free 2-pro ess onsensus is unsolvable [13℄. It is possible to use only this parti ular
result, and Theorem 8.1 to prove the following:
Corollary 8.2

The

Corollary 8.3

There is no algorithm that solves the

onsensus problem is not solvable for

f

 1.

Set Agreement. It is known from [5, 26, 18℄ that the (n; k )-set agreement problem is not wait-free solvable. This
result together with Theorem 8.1 implies:
f

 k.

(n; k)-set agreement problem with f -failure termination if

Computability. It is known [12℄ that the problem of telling if a de ision problem for n pro esses, n  3, has a
wait-free solution is not omputable (i.e., is unde idable). This was proved2 in [16℄ by showing that the following
2 In fa t, in [16℄, the result of Corollary 8.4 is proved dire tly, and in more general models of shared memory.
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problem is not omputable: Given a loop agreement onvergen e task, tell if the n-port orresponding de ision
problem has a wait-free solution. This result, together with Theorem 8.1, implies the following:
Corollary 8.4
with

2

Let
f < n. The problem of telling if an n-port loop agreement de ision problem has a solution
f -failure termination is not omputable.

Also, when f = 1, it was proved in [4℄ that the problem of telling if an arbitrary de ision problem has solution
with f -failure termination is omputable. In parti ular, the problem is omputable for any 2-port de ision problem
obtained from a onvergen e task. It is possible to use only this parti ular result, and Theorem 8.1, to prove the
following:
Corollary 8.5
solution with

The problem of telling if an

1-failure termination is

n-port de ision problem orresponding to a onvergen e task

T

has a

omputable.

Noti e that the results in [4℄ apply to general de ision problems, while this orollary is about de ision problems
produ ed by onvergen e tasks. Also, we stress that Corollary 8.5 follows from the results of [4℄. The point here
is that Corollary 8.5 an be proved by showing only the omputability for 2-port, de ision problems; a problem
on eivably easier than to prove it dire tly for arbitrary n.
9

Dis ussion

We have presented the beginnings of a method to translate results in one distributed system model to another. We
have introdu ed a general way of simulating a distributed algorithm of n pro esses and f fault-toleran e, by a
distributed system with a different number of pro esses and the same fault-toleran e. We have presented a pre ise
des ription of this fault-tolerant simulation algorithm, a areful des ription of what it a omplishes, as well as a
proof of orre tness.
Spe i ally, we have dened a notion of fault-tolerant redu ibility between de ision problems, and showed
that the algorithm implements this redu ibility. The redu ibility is tailored to the simulation algorithm; it should
not be used as a general notion of redu ibility between de ision problems. An important moral of this work is that
one must be areful in applying the simulation algorithm it does not work for all pairs of problems, but only for
those that satisfy the redu ibility. Nevertheless, we have shown that the simulation algorithm is a powerful tool for
obtaining possibility and impossibility results.
Similarly, we have presented a spe i ation of what it means for one shared memory system to simulate
another, in a fault-tolerant manner. Again, this spe i ation is intended to apture the type of simulation that
is studied in this paper. We have given a full and detailed des ription of a version of the simulation algorithm
for snapshot memory systems. We have proved that this algorithm satises the requirements of a fault-tolerant
simulation.
We have also shown how to extend this basi snapshot memory simulation algorithm to read/write shared
memory, and hen e, have shown that it is useful for proving properties of these systems as well. We have rst
presented the snapshot algorithm and then the read/write variant due to the fa t that in the snapshot model, the
proof is more modular, and the whole presentation learer.
We have presented several appli ations of the simulation algorithm to a lass of problems that satisfy the
redu ibility, in luding onsensus and set agreement, dened by onvergen e tasks [16℄. The appli ations extend
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results about a system with some number of pro esses and f failures, to a system with any number of pro esses
and the same number of failures. Further appli ations are des ribed in [7℄.
Some possible variations on the simulation algorithm of this paper are: (a) Allow ea h pro ess i of Q to
simulate only a (stati ally determined) subset of the pro esses of P 0 rather than all the pro esses of P 0 . (b) Allow
more ompli ated rules for determining the simulated inputs of P 0 and the a tual outputs of Q; these rules an
in lude f -fault-tolerant distributed proto ols among the pro esses of Q.
We hope that one of the greatest ontributions of this paper will be in laying the foundation for the development
of an interesting variety of extensions to the simulation algorithm. One extension is proposed in [6, 7℄, and later
formalized (following our te hniques) in [10, 25℄, where the pro esses of Q simulate a system P 0 that has a ess
to set agreement variables. Other variants of the simulation, for onsensus problems in systems with a ess to
general shared obje ts appear in [9℄ and in [21℄.
Redu ibilities between problems have proved to be useful elsewhere in omputer s ien e (e.g., in re ursive
fun tion theory and omplexity theory of sequential algorithms), for lassifying problems a ording to their solvability and omputational omplexity. One would expe t that redu ibilities would also be useful in distributed
omputing theory, for example, for lassifying de ision problems a ording to their solvability in fault-prone asynhronous systems. Our redu ibility appears somewhat too spe ially tailored to the simulation algorithm presented
to serve as a useful general notion. Further resear h is needed to determine the limitations of this redu ibility and
to dene a more general-purpose notion.
Stronger notions of redu ibility (or fault-tolerant simulation) might in lude a loser, step-by-step orresponden e between the exe ution of the simulating system P and the simulated system P 0 . Su h a stronger notion
seems to be needed to obtain results [7℄ relating the topologi al stru ture of the exe utions of P and P 0 . These
results seem to indi ate that the simulation plays an interesting role in the newly emerging topology approa h to
distributed omputing (e.g. [7, 18, 15℄).
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